What do I already know?
Adagio means slow and allegro means fast
Tempo describes the speed of music
I can name and recognise woodwind instruments (flute, oboe,
clarinet, bassoon, piccolo)
I can read, write and play 4 beat rhythms using quaver and
crotchet beats and rests
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What will I know by the end of the unit?
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–91) was an Austrian
composer. Mozart composed music in several genres,
including opera and symphony. ... In all, Mozart composed
more than 600 pieces of music. Today he is widely
considered one of the greatest composers in the history of
Western music.
I will be able to compose music using the notes C, D and E.
I will know the values of a quaver, crotchet and minim.
I will be able to use minims, crotchets and quavers in my
compositions
I will be able to write music correctly on a musical staff using
a treble clef, time signature and bar lines.

Stave

Treble clef

Plural of staff
the black line used to separate
the staff into a regular number
of beats
Shows how many beats are in
each bar in a piece of music
A sign that locates the G
above middle C, placed on
the second line of a staff

Minim

A 2 beat note

Crotchet

A 1 beat note

Quaver

A half beat note

Rest

A pause
A European period of music
from 1750-1830

Bar line
Music
We are musicians. We use
music to express
ourselves, to communicate
and to entertain ourselves
and others.

the five lines that music notes
are written on

Time signature

Classical
Compose

What should
I already
know?
To write
music

I know tow to move to the beat
Notate
To write music on a staff
I know that notes can be different lengths
I know that a rhythm isAa tuned
pattern percussion
of long and short notes
instrument with metal bars
Glockenspiel
that is played with a beater.

